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It was a short course of six weeks, but it covered the whole
course  of first  aid.
We were a class of about 80. In six weeks we were ex-
amined, and all except one passed. For these the Government
now provided military drill and other training. Colonel
Baker was placed in the charge of this work.
London in these days was a sight worth seeing. There
was no panic, but all were busy helping to the best of their
ability. Able-bodied adults began training as combatants,
but what were the old, the infirm and the women to do?
There was enough work for them, if they wanted. So they
employed themselves in cutting and making clothes and
dressings for  the wounded.
The Lyceum, a ladies' club, undertook to make as
many clothes for the soldiers as they could. Shrimati Sarojini'
Naidu was a member of this club, and threw herself whole-
heartedly into the work. This was my first acquaintance
"with her. She placed before me a heap of clothes which had
been cut to pattern, and asked me to get them all sewn up
and return them to her. I welcomed her demand, and with
the assistance of friends got as many clothes made as I could
manage during my training for first aid.
(Autobiography, Part IV, Chap. 38)
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A correspondent asks some pertinent questions in the
following pungent fashion:
"When the Zulus broke out for liberty against the British
usurpers, you helped the British in suppressing the so-called re-
bellion. Is it a rebellion to try to shake off the foreign yoke? Was
Jean D'arc a rebel? Was George Washington a rebel? Is De Valera
one? You may say that the Zulus had recourse to violence. I
then ask, was the end bad or the means? The latter may have'
been so, but certainly not the former; so you will be kind enough
to explain the riddle. In the last war, when the gallant Germans
and Austrians were fighting so bravely against a world combi-
nation, you raised recruits for the British to fight against the nations

